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Abstract This paper focuses on the development of an

appropriate Digital Image Correlation (DIC) methodology

based on Image Registration and dedicated for characteriz-

ing the plastic deformation in single crystals. A pure nickel

single crystal specimen is plastically deformed in tension

and investigated by DIC technique. Based on the measured

kinematic fields, the proposed method enables to identify

the slip activity on the crystal surface and to locate pre-

cisely the slip band interfaces at microscale which behave

as kinematic discontinuities. The computed displacement

data are projected on a well-defined physical basis con-

taining slip details, then the strain fields can be derived

directly from a set of analytical functions. The possible

errors in displacement induced by this projection approach

are evaluated. Finally, some results of the evaluated strain

fields are presented. It demonstrates that the developed

DIC methodology allows quantitative characterization of a

heterogeneous deformation process and promotes further

relationships to be established between slip activity and

strain field evolution in single crystals.
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Introduction

Plastic deformation of crystals is a heterogeneous process.

The deformation heterogeneity embodies at different time

and space scales. At the microscopic scale, the discrete

dislocations move along particular slip planes and interact

with each other and with the obstacles, creating various

structural configurations such as entanglements, junctions,

walls and cells. These microstructural developments gener-

ally exhibit a strong tendency to cluster locally. It results in

the formation of irregular deformation patterns, extending

the heterogeneity to the mesoscopic scale and even to the

macroscopic level [1].

With the recent progress on the multiscale modeling of

crystal plasticity [2, 3], now there is an increasing need for

corresponding “multiscale experiments” [1, 4]. As a matter

of fact, the current approach for plasticity characterization

operates mostly at two scales: one is at the microstructure

scale based on evolution of dislocation structures [5–7] and

the other is at the specimen scale on the basis of the macro-

scopic mechanical response [8–10]. The transition scales

are, however, generally lacked in the relevant studies. The

ideal experimental means for such a multiscale study should

be able to characterize the plastic deformation across the

spectrum of length scales, and to provide sufficient details

on how various levels connect together. In particular, the

characterization of deformation patterns at the mesoscale

and macroscale is essential for making a bridge between the

different scales.

The first attempts on quantifying the macroscopic defor-

mation pattern can be dated to nearly a century ago. In the
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pioneering work of Taylor and Elam [11] on crystal plas-

ticity, they measured the orientation and shape change in

aluminum single crystals through the scribed lines on the

specimen surface. This philosophy was followed by apply-

ing refined methods for computing the deformation gradient

matrix and by relating it with the slip activity [12, 13]. How-

ever, these methods can only give a global shape change in

crystals but not a continuous strain field with sufficient local

information.

Nowadays, the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) method

[14–18] enables to provide full-field displacement and

strain measurements, and have drawn the attention of many

researchers. After a spectacular development in experimen-

tal solid mechanics, the DIC method has been used to

characterize and quantify plasticity in polycrystals [19–22],

oligocrystals [23, 24] and very recently single crystals [25,

26]. The application of the DIC method to the microstruc-

ture scale is an appealing research subject, and as well as a

challenging one. The studies [1, 4, 22, 23, 27, 28] show that

some reasonable mechanical discontinuities in crystal plas-

ticity (e.g., grain boundaries, slip bands) can play an impor-

tant role in the heterogeneous deformation process and bring

about considerable manifestations in the kinematic field. In

other words, the crystal surface can not be considered as

continuum at the microstructure scale. And this effect can

be much exaggerated when the grain attains to a millimeter

size. Here it is worthy to note that it exists different versions

of DIC method, namely the local approach [29] and the

global approach [30]. Extensive examples [15, 17, 19, 30,

31] show that the image correlation strategy and algorithms

adopted are closely associated with the specific case of

deformation to be handled and as well as with the mechani-

cal interpretation behind. Regarding a pertinent application

of DIC method at the microstructure scale, some neces-

sary considerations about the possible “discontinuities” (or

structural information) should be embodied in the algo-

rithm design, as the resulting displacement and strain fields

are directly linked to the relevant mechanical interpretation.

This is just the case of the present study.

The studied material in this work is a pure nickel sin-

gle crystal specimen of millimeter size. The former study

[32] on the same material has demonstrated the appearance

of macroscopic slip bands on the specimen surface during

plastic deformation. This paper aims to establish a new strat-

egy in DIC computation, dedicated to the characterization

of plastic deformation in single crystals which is possessed

of a very heterogeneous nature.

This paper is organized as follows: in “Preliminaries

- Image Registration” the theoretical framework of the

applied DIC (or image registration) method is presented,

in which the data treatment strategy specialized for sin-

gle crystal deformation is outlined. In “Material and Exper-

imental Procedure” the testing material is described and

the experimental procedure is summarized. “Methodology

Development” details the complete development of the

data treatment procedure of the proposed DIC methodol-

ogy adapted to single crystals. Some results of the calcu-

lated strain fields are presented and discussed in “Results

of Strain Field Evolution”. Finally, some concluding

remarks are given in “Conclusion”.

Preliminaries - Image Registration

In this work, “elastix” [33, 34], an open-source software

initially designed for medical image registration, is adapted

for DIC application, i.e., the assessment of displacement

and strain fields. There is actually no genuine difference

between these two terms: DIC and image registration. The

former is usually specific to the field of solid mechan-

ics, and the later represents a more general concept widely

employed in the fields of computer vision [35], medical

imaging [36], etc. In the present section the employed

framework of image registration method will be briefly

outlined, partly as a means to introduce the chosen notation.

Two images are involved in the image registration, which

characterize the original and deformed surface of a material

subjected to a known loading. An image is a scalar func-

tion of the spatial coordinate and of time that gives the gray

level at each discrete point (or pixel) of coordinate x. The

images of the reference and deformed states are called f (x)

and g(x), respectively. The displacement field u(x) of each

material point is necessary to be introduced. Thus, this field

allows one to relate the two images by requiring the conser-

vation of the optical flow [37] on the material surface during

the test

f (x) = g[x + u(x)] = g[T (x)] (1)

where T (x) = x + u(x) is defined as the transformation,

and g[T (x)] is generally called as the corrected deformed

image.

The goal of the image registration is to solve the problem

of finding a transformation T (x) that makes g[x+u(x)] spa-

tially aligned to f (x). The quality of alignment is defined

by a distance or similarity measure S. Because this problem

is ill-posed for nonrigid transformations T , a regularization

or penalty term P is often introduced that constrains T .

Commonly, the registration problem is formulated as

an optimization problem in which the cost function C is

minimized with respect to T

T̂ = arg minC[T ; f (x), g(x)] (2)

C[T ; f (x), g(x)] = −S[T ; f (x), g(x)] + γP (T ) (3)

where γ weights similarity against regularity.
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Several metrics (or correlation coefficients) are avail-

able for the similarity measure [33]. The NCC (Normalized

Cross-Correlation) criterion is employed in this work with

the following definition

S =

∑

xi∈�F
(f (xi) − f̄ )(g[Tμ(xi)] − ḡ)

√

∑

xi∈�F
(f (xi) − f̄ )

2 ∑

xi∈�F
(g[Tμ(xi)] − ḡ)

2
(4)

with �F the domain of the fixed image f (x), and the

average gray values f̄ = 1
|�F |

∑

xi∈�F
f (xi) and ḡ =

1
|�F |

∑

xi∈�F
g[Tμ(xi)] where |�F | represents the number

of pixels.

In the case that the penalty term P is absent, the cost

function C equals to the minus S. In order to minimize the

cost function or say to maximize the similarity function in

(4), the parametric method is generally adopted. In para-

metric methods, the number of possible transformations is

limited by introducing a parametrization model of the trans-

formation. The original optimization problem thus becomes

T̂μ = arg minC[Tμ; f (x), g(x)] (5)

where the subscript μ indicates that the transform has been

parameterized.

The transformation Tμ or called shape function [15] is

a key element in the image registration, which may have

major influence on the calculated displacement and strain

fields. The transformation model used for Tμ determines

what type of deformations between the reference image

and deformed image is attended. Concerning the case of

a heterogeneous deformation process, the B-spline trans-

formation is preferentially to be employed thanks to its

excellent capacity on describing a free-form deformation

[29, 33, 38, 39]. In elastix the B-splines are used as a

parameterization

Tμ(x) = x +
∑

xk∈Nx

pkβ
3

(

x − xk

e

)

(6)

with xk the control points, β3(x) the cubic multidimensional

B-spline polynomial [39], pk the B-spline coefficient vec-

tors, e the B-spline control point spacing, and Nx the set of

all control points within the compact support of the B-spline

at x.

The control points xk are defined on a regular grid over-

laid on the reference image. The parameter e presents the

grid spacing or grid size. A large e allows modeling of

global nonrigid deformations, while a small e allows mod-

eling of highly local nonrigid deformations [38]. A sensible

choice of the value e is often crucial for a correct estimation

of displacement fields. It could be particularly important for

the case of single crystal deformation in which the strain has

a strong tendency to localize, generating therefore special

deformation patterns on the crystal surface.

Besides, in order to reduce both the data and trans-

formation complexity, a multi-resolution approach [33] is

generally recommended. The principle is to first treat the

data under lower resolutions based on coarse grids made of

a relatively large number of pixels. It allows providing the

first estimates with less satisfactory precision. Then the DIC

calculations are performed under higher resolutions with

finer grids made of reducing number of pixels. And the esti-

mation precision of the DIC is improved accordingly. The

final resolution could eventually go down to one pixel as the

grid size. This multi-resolution approach is also named by

the multi-scale approach.

A complete development of the proposed DIC method-

ology dedicated to single crystals will be detailed after the

presentation about the material and experimental procedure

in the next section. It is worth noting that the observed

surface feature of the deformed single crystal provides valu-

able information guiding for the development of this new

strategy in DIC.

Material and Experimental Procedure

Nickel single crystals of very high purity (99.999 %) were

obtained using the Bridgman technique along the crystal

direction [001]. The material was initially supplied in the

form of cylindrical rod and was further machined into dog-

bone shaped specimens [32]. The geometric dimensions of

the final obtained specimen are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 shows also the orientation of the specimen: the

observation surface is in the crystallographic plane (100)

and the axial loading direction is along [001]. As the crys-

tal structure of nickel is the face-centered cubic (fcc), it has

therefore 12 possible slip systems of type {111} 〈110〉. From

a pure geometrical point of view, 8 slip systems will be

equally loaded in the tensile test with the same Schmid fac-

tor equal to 0.4, and among them 4 active slip systems will

intersect with the (100) plane, resulting in thus two groups

of traces (slip bands) on the specimen surface. They are

4mm

6mm

6mm

22mm

Ø 7

1mm

10mm

Load [001]Load [001]

Surface plane (100)

Fig. 1 The geometry of the nickel single crystal specimen
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actually the intersections of the slip planes from two pairs

of slip systems: [101]
(

111̄
)

-
[

101̄
] (

11̄1
)

and
[

101̄
]

(111)-

[101]
(

11̄1̄
)

, as schematically presented in Fig. 2. Both of

the two groups of slip bands are along the 45◦ slip direc-

tion with respect to the axial direction, and their intersection

angle is also 45◦. The above prediction was verified in for-

mer experiments [32] on the same material, which showed

that the appearance of two groups of slip bands can be found

on the specimen surface after plastic deformation.

For the purpose of DIC measurement, the specimen sur-

face was sprayed by speckled paint using airbrush. The

tensile test was performed using a micro tensile test stage

of Kammrath & Weiss with a maximum force up to 5 kN.

The test was controlled in displacement mode at a constant

speed 19 μm/s, equivalent to a strain rate about 2 × 10−3

s−1, and the imposed total strain was about 22 %.

In-situ DIC imaging system was used to investigate the

deformation evolution during tensile test. Images of the

specimen surface were captured using an Elphel CMOS

camera made of 2592 × 1936 pixels. A Tamron 23FM50SP

50 mm lens was equipped that allowed a final spatial

resolution of 10.8 μm ×10.8 μm per pixel and a field of

view of 10.4 mm × 7.9 mm. In the tensile test, the specimen

was loaded in a continuous mode without pause, and simul-

taneous image acquisition was conducted at a frequency of

15 HZ. Thus the whole deformation history of the specimen

surface was recorded. The experimental set-up is shown in

Fig. 3. More details of the micro tensile test stage is shown

in Fig. 4.

It is suggested to observe the deformation pattern appear-

ing on the specimen surface first before proceeding the

kinematic field analysis. Figure 5 illustrates the deformed

specimen after removing the surface coating by using

acetone.

Figure 5 shows two groups of slip markings appearing

on the specimen surface, as predicted by the former geo-

metric analysis. One group of slip markings, however, is

Fig. 3 The experimental set-up of the test and measurement system

much more pronounced than the other. It means that an ideal

“equally loaded” condition actually does not exist in a real

crystal deformation, so the activations of the 8 slip systems

with an equal Schmid factor of 0.4 can not simultaneously

occur in a tensile test. This conclusion is in agreement with

the study of Hauser and Jackson [40]. Hence, it is reasonable

that some slip systems tend to be activated earlier and be

deformed more than the others. For the sake of convenience,

the more pronounced slip band is called as the primary slip

band and the other the secondary slip band.

The strain localization is demonstrated clearly in the

deformed specimen surface, and the band-shaped deforma-

tion patterns are directly linked to the slip activation. These

are instructive information for quantifying the deformation

field through an appropriate strategy in DIC that is presented

in the following section.

Methodology Development

The developed methodology can be broken down into four

parts: 1) Transformation Model, 2) Projection Basis, 3)

Approximation Approach and Validation and 4) Strain Field

Assessment.

Fig. 2 Four active slip systems

with two pairs of intersections

(group 1 and group 2) on the

specimen surface
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Fig. 4 The micro tensile test stage

Transformation Model

As mentioned in “Preliminaries - Image Registration”, the

grid spacing e (or grid size) governs how fine the structure is

expected to be modeled. With smaller e, a smaller and more

local deformation can be described. Thus the parameter e is

generally desired to be as small as possible. But when it is

small enough, it may cause the DIC computation to be very

sensitive to noise. Then a tradeoff must be found between

the characterization capacity on local strain and signal-to-

noise ratio. The determination of a suitable grid spacing

depends on several factors, e.g., the strain localization level,

speckled paint quality, and image resolution. Normally the

strain localization level is considered as the dominant factor.

Specific to the current study on single crystal deformation,

it may refer to the width of the slip band. One can conceive

that if the chosen grid spacing is higher than the band width,

it is thus not assured that the local strain within the band

could be properly characterized. Figure 5 reveals that the

average width of the apparent slip bands of the deformed

specimen is about 200 μm, or 19 pixels under the adopted

optical resolution of DIC system. Hence, it is recommended

to choose the grid spacing around 19 pixels, but the value

LoadLoad

Primary slip band Secondary slip band

[001]

1 mm

Fig. 5 The appearance of slip bands on the deformed specimen

surface

could be fluctuated in a relatively large range since the

adopted selection strategy is essentially semiempirical.

B-spline transformations with different grid spacing were

tested in this work, and the selected e values included 64

pixels, 16 pixels and 4 pixels. An analysis by comparing

their resulting displacement fields, especially the first two, was

carried out. Figure 6(a) and (b) show the axial displacement

fields for the final deformation state obtained by choosing

the grid spacing e = 64 pixels and e = 16 pixels, respectively.

The axial displacement field in Fig. 6(a) manifests a

rather global and smoothed spatial feature, where no local

discontinuity associated with slip activation is noticeable.

This result should be attributed to the oversized grids (e =

64 pixels), thus a “too” global scheme. On the contrary, the

axial displacement field shown in Fig. 6(b) allows capturing

the band-shaped heterogeneities due to the slip manifes-

tations on the material surface. This is the outcome of a

smaller grid size adopted (e = 16 pixels).

Similar results can be found in the transverse displace-

ment fields, as shown in Fig. 7 concerning the final defor-

mation state that corresponds to Fig. 6. The displacement

field in Fig. 7(b) obtained using e = 16 pixels shows even

more distinctive bands than those in Fig. 6(b), and the dis-

placement field in Fig. 7(a) obtained using e = 64 pixels

demonstrates a global pattern constantly.

Here it is worthy to note that only one group of slip bands

is noticeable in the displacement fields, but not two. It is

actually in agreement with the surface observation shown in

Fig. 5. As one group of slip bands is much more pronounced

than the other in the morphology, it is reasonable that it

also dominates in the kinematic field. Hence, the appearing

bands in Fig. 6(b) and (b) are reasonably corresponding to

the primary slip bands.

A finer grid spacing e = 4 pixels was also tested in this

analysis. The resulting displacement fields, however, are

found rather noisy, as shown in Fig. 8 for both the axial

and transverse displacement fields. Both Fig. 8(a) and (b)

exhibit that the displacements along the slip direction are

much less well-shaped comparing to the previous results

using e = 16 pixels. In this case, the grid size must be

increased so as to capture sufficient kinematic signals and to

better distinguish the bands associated with slip activation.

It is necessary to point out that our DIC strategy is to

choose the parameters that allow characterizing the local

kinematic behavior of slip bands during deformation. The

grid spacing is considered as a key parameter in this strat-

egy. It has already shown that the calculated displacements

can be substantially different with altered choices: a over-

sized grid (e = 64 pixels) can smooth out the essential local

displacements and a too small grid (e = 4 pixels) may intro-

duce unnecessary noises in the computation. When the grid

spacing e equals to 16 pixels, it can avoid both of the two

unfavorable situations, approaching therefore to an optimal
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Fig. 6 The axial displacement

fields (in pixel) for the final

deformation state obtained using

grid spacing (a) e = 64 pixels

and (b) e = 16 pixels

effect. On the one hand it enables to preserve the essen-

tial mechanical signals related to slip activation, and on the

other hand it avoids the introduction of unexpected noises.

According to the above analysis, the grid spacing is deter-

mined as 16 pixels in the B-spline transformation. Besides,

other key parameters involved in DIC computations are also

determined. It mainly includes: the selection of NCC as the

metric, the application of a 3rd order B-spline for sub-pixel

interpolation and the use of a multi-resolution approach with

four decreasing calculation steps (8 pixels, 4 pixels, 2 pixels

and 1 pixel).

The acquired images during the tensile test are pro-

cessed using the adopted DIC algorithm, which provides

the initial displacement fields (axial and transverse). Here

we call them “initial” displacement fields, as they will be

further treated by a projection method proposed in this

work. Indeed, the evaluated displacement fields are, in

their initial form, not applicable for the derivation of strain

fields, because they are possessed of strong and ill-defined

discontinuities associated with slip activation. Without a

proper consideration of the discontinuity nature of the dis-

placement field, it may introduce important errors in the

calculation of strain by differentiation. The philosophy of

the projection method is to first establish a projection basis

made of bands, which defines explicitly the boundaries of

the individual continuous zones corresponding to the slip

bands. And then the initial displacements are approximated

locally in each band through analytical functions, thus the

strains in each band can be derived analytically.

Projection Basis

The measured displacement field shows the existence of the

band-shaped heterogeneities associated with slip activity,

which needs to be quantified. These bands are actually the

kinematic manifestations of the slip bands on the material

surface during plastic deformation. The interface between a

slip band and an interslip band is considered as a “displace-

ment discontinuity”, which corresponds to a displacement

jump when a local slip activation takes place. The idea of

“projection” is to take into account the displacement dis-

continuity and to treat the data within a band where the

displacement is considered continuous (under the current

measurement scale), and then band by band for the whole

displacement field.

The first step for realizing such a projection scheme is to

locate the slip interfaces (or discontinuities) precisely in the

displacement fields, thus determining a projection basis. In

this analysis, the projection basis is defined pertaining to the

final deformation state, in which all the bands are present

on the material surface. Because the manifestations of the

secondary slip bands appear too weak in the measured kine-

matic field, so only the primary slip bands are taken into

account in this treatment.

Fig. 7 The transverse

displacement fields (in pixel) for

the final deformation state

obtained using grid spacing (a) e

= 64 pixels and (b) e = 16 pixels
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Fig. 8 The displacement fields

obtained using grid spacing e =

4 pixels: (a) axial displacement

and (b) transverse displacement

In order to better capture the local glide behavior of slip

bands in the displacement fields, the “homogeneous” com-

ponent of the displacement field due to the global elongation

of specimen are preferred to be removed. As presented in

the last section, the displacement field obtained using a

grid spacing 64 pixels represents a rather global distribution

without the presence of local glide movements. Its aver-

age displacement is actually very close to the one obtained

using a grid spacing 16 pixels, with a slight difference about

0.4 %. Hence, to remove this homogeneous displacement

component provides a possibility to access the displace-

ments purely related to the local slip behavior. As a simple

solution, it can be achieved by

Ures = Ue16 − Ue64 (7)

where Ue16 represents the displacement field obtained using

e = 16 pixels and Ue64 the displacement field using e = 64

pixels.

The residual displacement Ures is considered pertaining

to the local slip behavior of the material. Its correspond-

ing axial and transverse displacement fields are shown in

Fig. 9(a) and (b), respectively.

Figure 9 shows that a very similar pattern can be found

in the resolved axial and transverse displacement fields,

where the appearing bands are in the same positions (but

in opposite colors). Two kinds of bands can be noticed: the

ones with positive values in light color and the others with

negative values in dark color. They appear in an alternate

mode, which represents well the slip behaviors of the adja-

cent bands (slip band and interslip band) that move in the

opposite directions. Hence, the sought “interfaces” can be

defined as the boundaries between the “light” bands and the

“dark” bands.

For a precise location of the slip interfaces, the displace-

ment values in the residual displacement fields of Fig. 9

were averaged along the predetermined slip direction (45◦

with respect to the axial direction), as marked in Fig. 9(b).

The resulting average displacements for both axial and

transverse displacement fields are illustrated in Fig. 10. The

horizontal axis in the figure represents the normal direction

with respect to the slip.

Figure 10 shows that the averaging axial and transverse

displacements along the slip direction are almost symmetric

to the axis of zero displacement. In this analysis, an assump-

tion for the interface detection is made: the middle point

between the “peak” and “valley” of a wave shown in Fig. 10

is considered as an interface point. It stands for the centre

of transition connecting two zones with opposite slip move-

ments. This method was applied respectively to the axial

and transverse displacements, which led to quite the same

results. The detected interface points for the axial displace-

ment are illustrated in Fig. 11. It can be found that for most

of the interface points (except two points), they are located

right on or very close to the zero displacement axis. It is

quite a logical result as the displacement of an interface

between two bands with opposite signs (in displacement) is

reasonably approaching to zero.

Fig. 9 The residual

displacement Ures : (a) axial

displacement field and (b)

transverse displacement field
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Fig. 10 Axial and transverse displacements averaged along the slip

direction

The interfaces determined in Fig. 11 can be projected

to a 2D field by assuming that the slip bands are straight

and along exactly the 45◦ slip direction according to the

geometric prediction of single crystal deformation. Under

this hypothesis, the projection basis can be built up through

image segmentation according to the detected slip bands or

interslip bands, and the result is shown in Fig. 12. There are

24 interfaces in total, thus 25 segmentation zones (or bands)

constitute as the projection basis. Here the use of the vary-

ing colors serves only for the differentiation of the different

bands.

Approximation Approach and Validation

The projection basis represents the heterogeneous deforma-

tion pattern appearing on single crystal surface: the active

Fig. 11 The detected interface points

Fig. 12 The projection basis

slip bands demonstrate a different deformation mechanism

than the interslip bands, and the interface between each

pair of them acts actually as a kinematic discontinuity. If

this discontinuity is not taken into account in the strain

calculation from displacement fields, using a general differ-

ential approach, e.g., finite difference method, may produce

important errors due to the displacement jumps at the slip

interfaces.

Concerning the projection method, the displacement data

in each band of projection basis are expected to be fitted

into an analytical function, then the strain in each band

can be differentiated analytically. In this way, the strains

are evaluated by taking into consideration of the deforma-

tion discontinuities appearing on single crystal surface. In

this analysis, a second-order polynomial was adopted as the

form of the analytical function of projection.

The displacements in each band can be fitted into two

second-order polynomial functions Fux in the axial direc-

tion and Fuy in the transverse direction

Fux = a0 + a1x + a2y + a3x
2 + a4y

2 + a5xy (8)

Fuy = b0 + b1x + b2y + b3x
2 + b4y

2 + b5xy (9)

where ak (k = 0, 1, ...5) is a set of constants associated

with the axial displacement ux and bk (k = 0, 1, ...5) that

with the transverse displacement uy , and x and y are the two

variables in the Cartesian coordinate system.

The above equations show that the displacements after

the second-order polynomial fitting are parabolic within

each band, thus the solved strain components are bilinear

within each band. Nevertheless, before the strain calculation

it is important to evaluate the possible errors in displacement

due to the projection treatment.

The initial displacement result provided by the B-spline

transformation without projection is considered as the ref-

erence for the error evaluation. Now concerning the final

deformation state, Fig. 13 shows the comparison of the axial

displacements before and after projection for a selected

8



Fig. 13 The comparisons of the displacements before and after pro-

jection in axial displacement

line along the horizontal direction and in the middle of the

image.

Figure 13 shows that the displacement curves before and

after projection are basically overlapped, in which it is dif-

ficult to distinguish one from the other. In this case, a local

zoom on the illustrated curve is applied. The selected zone

for zooming is marked in Fig. 13, and the comparison after

zooming is illustrated in Fig. 14.

In Fig. 14 the displacement after projection demon-

strates very slight difference to the one without projection.

Nevertheless, some relatively important local variation can

still be noticed in the projected displacement curve, which

shows a local shift to the initial displacement curve. This

kind of local shift (or discontinuity) is generally correspond-

ing to the location of the slip interface, which is a reasonable

result by applying the band-based projection approach. The

Fig. 14 A zoom on the zone marked in Fig. 13

same observation can be verified in the transverse displace-

ment field, which will not be detailed here.

The above analysis shows that the projection treatment

does not introduce additional errors in displacement. It,

therefore, validates the applied approximation approach at

least from a metrological viewpoint. The axial and trans-

verse displacement fields after projection are illustrated in

Fig. 15(a) and (b), respectively. They show that the slip

interfaces can be more easily distinguished in the projected

displacement fields.

Strain Field Assessment

Based on the second-order polynomial functions in (8) and

(9), the three in-plane strain components, axial strain (εxx),

transverse strain (εyy) and shear strain (εxy), can be obtained

through

εxx =
∂Fux

∂x
= a1 + a5y + 2a3x (10)

εyy =
∂Fuy

∂y
= b2 + b5x + 2b4y (11)

εxy =
1

2

(

∂Fux

∂y
+

∂Fuy

∂x

)

=
1

2
[a2 + b1 + (a5 + 2b3)x

+ (b5 + 2a4)y] (12)

Since the parabolic interpolation is adopted, it leads to a

bilinear distribution of strain in each band, as shown by the

above equations.

In this study, an equivalent von Mises strain εeq is

adopted in order to characterize the deformation in each

slip plane. Here, the εeq is defined from the three obtained

in-plane strain components (εxx , εyy , εxy) through

εeq =

√

√

√

√

2
(

ε2
xx + ε2

yy

)

3
+

4ε2
xy

3
(13)

The three in-plane strain components for each acquired

image were calculated by the proposed projection method,

resulting in a corresponding equivalent von Mises strain εeq

in each band for each moment. In this way the evolution of

the equivalent von Mises strain during the tensile test can be

obtained in each band.

Here it is also interesting to compare the strain fields

obtained by using the proposed method with the ones

obtained by an ordinary DIC procedure, in order to see

how much improvement could be achieved. Such compar-

isons were conducted at different deformation stages, and

a representative example is shown in Fig. 16. The image

9



Fig. 15 The displacements after

the projection: (a) axial

displacement field and (b)

transverse displacement field

(a) presents the axial strain field obtained using an ordinary

DIC procedure adopting the B-spline transformation with e

= 16 pixels, in which the strain is derived from displace-

ment by finite difference. The image (b) presents the axial

strain field obtained by the projection method on the basis

of the same data. Both strain fields show a single slip band

activated. But one can remark that the slip band is better

shaped after processing by the projection method, and the

noises in other regions impertinent to slip activation have

been also well smoothed. The example demonstrates that the

projection method enables to deliver more explicit and use-

ful information that may facilitate the interpretation of the

microstructure-related strain evolution. It could be particu-

larly helpful in the case that when the noise level is elevated

comparing to the local strain.

Some preliminary results regarding the strain field evo-

lution of nickel single crystal specimen are presented in the

next section.

Results of Strain Field Evolution

Figure 17 illustrates the macroscopic axial stress-strain

curve of specimen during the tensile test. A series of calcu-

lated equivalent von Mises strain fields labeled A-E is also

displayed in Fig. 17.

At early stages of deformation, as shown by strain field

A, no particular strain localization associated with slip

activation is noticed. The following stages of deformation

present, however, a strong heterogeneous strain distribu-

tion. As observed in strain fields B and C, the strains are

well-shaped and localized within certain domains which

exhibit much higher deformation levels than the other areas.

At final stages of deformation, shown by strain fields D

and E, the strain heterogeneity pattern tends to be sta-

bilized, without showing notable changes with increasing

deformation. Here it is worth noting that since the projec-

tion basis is built depending on the final deformation state,

some band boundaries in the strain field could be artificial

ones before actual slip activation. The artificial band bound-

aries can normally be well recognized as they are mainly

in the early deformation stages appearing rather weak and

discontinuous.

The above observation is believed to have a direct link

with the slip activation, more specifically, the emergence

and development of slip bands on the specimen surface. For

a further quantitative investigation, a so-called band-based

analysis was employed. In this method, the average strain

in each band is used to represent the deformation level of

the band. By this means, both spatial and temporal evolu-

tion of strain fields can be analyzed in a simplified manner

by taking the band as the basic analysis element.

Fig. 16 The axial strain fields obtained by using: (a) an ordinary DIC procedure and (b) the proposed projection method
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Fig. 17 The macroscopic axial

stress-strain curve of specimen

and the calculated equivalent

von Mises strain fields for

corresponding points along the

curve
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Figure 18 exhibits the evolution trend of εeq in the

early deformation stage, in which three strain curves at

different macroscopic strain levels (0.6 %, 1.2 %, 1.8 %)

are illustrated. In the figure, each band is denoted by a

reference number i in the abscissa axis. The curves in

Fig. 18 demonstrate that a general low strain level is

found in this stage and the strain in one band does not

exhibit a significant difference from that of others. With

the increasing load in the tensile test, the average strain

level increases but the strain distribution pattern remains

relatively stable. Thus, from the viewpoint of strain het-

erogeneity, the early deformation stage is governed by

a quite homogeneous deformation regime from band to

band.

Fig. 18 The strain evolution trend in regime I

The strain evolution trend in the subsequent deforma-

tion stage can be illustrated in Fig. 19 where three strain

curves at different macroscopic strain levels (2.2 %, 3 %,

6 %) are displayed. At the strain level of 2.2 %, one strain

localization emerges in the band 15, which shows much

higher strain values than other bands. With the increasing

load during the tensile test, more bands with strain localiza-

tion present, as shown by the other two strain curves at the

strain levels of 3 % and 6 %. Thus, this deformation stage

can be characterized as a dynamic process with the strain

localization phenomenon. It can therefore be named by the

localized deformation regime.

Figure 20 exhibits the strain evolution trend in final

deformation stage, in which three strain curves at different

Fig. 19 The strain evolution trend in regime II
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Fig. 20 The strain evolution trend in regime III

macroscopic strain levels (12 %, 14 %, 16 %) are illus-

trated. Apart from their difference in absolute strain levels,

the three displayed strain curves demonstrate a very similar

pattern. It indicates that the strain pattern (with respect to

the band) tends to be stabilized in this stage. Hence, the final

deformation stage is dominated by a stabilized deformation

regime, whose intensity equally increases in bands with the

loading.

The above analysis reveals that three deformation

regimes can be determined from the evolution of strain

fields. They are regime I - homogeneous deformation

regime, regime II - localized deformation regime and regime

III - stabilized deformation regime. The proposed band-

based analysis approach shows its utility in describing the

main features of the deformation regimes in a simple and

straightforward manner. To the best of our knowledges, in

the study of single crystal plasticity there is no publication

that reports the classification and determination of the defor-

mation regimes based on the strain heterogeneity evolution,

though the importance of the deformation bands played in

the work hardening process has long been noticed by the

Japanese researchers [41, 42]. The new methodology pro-

posed in this work is potential to be linked with the classical

definition on the work hardening stages [10] in single crystal

deformation.

Conclusion

An innovative DIC methodology has been developed in

this work that is dedicated to characterize a heterogeneous

deformation process in single crystals. This method was

applied successfully to a pure nickel single crystal specimen

deformed by multiple slip.

The developed DIC methodology can be summarized by

the following steps: 1) Computation of the displacement

fields using B-spline transformations; 2) Determination of

the “domains” related to the slip bands from the obtained

displacement fields; 3) Projection of the displacement data

within the determined domains through analytic functions;

4) Resolving of the strain fields by differentiating the ana-

lytic functions for each band. A key parameter in this

methodology is the selection of the grid spacing e in the

B-spline transformation. To model the local deformation

properly, the e value should be suitable, allowing both the

preservation of local slip behaviors and avoidance of unex-

pected noises. The varied e values also provide a solution

for resolving the displacement field “purely” related to the

slip activation, and so as to determine the physical basis for

the projection.

Some preliminary results of the strain field evolution

obtained using the proposed method were presented. Based

on the evolution of the deformation pattern during the ten-

sile test, three deformation regimes can be determined. They

are regime I -homogeneous deformation regime, regime II

- localized deformation regime and regime III - stabilized

deformation regime. Further analysis shows that the spa-

tial and temporal features of the three deformation regimes

are inherently associated with the slip activation, i.e., the

emergence and development of slip bands on the crystal

surface.

The developed DIC methodology provide a promising

tool to study the mechanical behaviors of single crystals. It

is prospected to be used for establishing further quantitative

relationships between slip activity and deformation pattern

evolution. And potentially, it provides a new angle to revisit

the plastic deformation mechanism of single crystals and

related phenomena, e.g., work hardening, from the point of

view of strain heterogeneity.
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